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Cassida Omni-ID verifies both currency and IDs
in a single machine
(December 15, 2015) Tualatin, OR — Cassida today is introducing the Omni-ID, a single machine that
combines a powerful automatic counterfeit detector with advanced ultraviolet LED illumination to
authenticate both US currency and IDs.
“The Cassida Omni-ID gives you confidence and protection by the dollars, identification cards and checks
you take are genuine,” said Matt Goldfain, product marketing manager for Cassida. “The Omni-ID
employs proven, technologically-advanced detections to automatically authenticate currency and IDs,
alerting users to possible counterfeit bills and fake IDs.”
For counterfeit bill detection, simply feed a bill through and a green PASS or red FAIL will immediately
illuminate, signifying whether the money is genuine or counterfeit. Omni-ID works faster and is more
conclusive about its results than common counterfeit pens. Results show in less than half a second.
To authenticate identification cards, checks and payment cards, Omni-ID uses industry-leading UV LED
technology to authenticate security features that can only be viewed under a specific light spectrum.
Place an ID or card in the Omni-ID lower slot and powerful, long-lasting LEDs automatically illuminate UV
security marks embedded in genuine US drivers licenses, state-issued IDs, checks, credit cards and other
UV security-bearing documents.
“The Omni-ID protects businesses and employees from fraud, because it gives immediate verification
whether bills or IDs are rea,” Goldfain said. “Anyone who handles cash or checks IDs will appreciate the
Omni-ID automatic counterfeit detection and ID verification. Retailers, bars, restaurants, schools,
municipalities and human resources departments can all benefit from the Omni-ID.”
The Omni-ID has a small footprint, making it ideal for busy cash environments that typically have limited
space. Its indicators are designed to work in even the brightest retail lighting, assuring vibrant UV
illumination on IDs and easy-to-read PASS and FAIL indications.
The Omni-ID is available from online retailers.
About Cassida Corporation
Cassida Corporation designs and markets money handling equipment including: currency counters, coin
counters, and counterfeit currency detection devices. Since 1999, Cassida has used its research and
experience in money security to assure accuracy in the most demanding counting environments on the
globe, across multiple countries and currencies. The corporation’s North American operations are in
Tualatin, Oregon. For more information go to CassidaUSA.com or call (888) 800-0303.
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